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The following errors have been noted in the above mentioned article. The publisher regrets this error and sincerely apologises for any inconvenience caused:

On Page 286, under the heading ‘Community-Based Adaptation to Climate Change: Scaling It Up’

‘Reviewed by Debbie Prescott, Angela Colliver, Sandra Nichols & Marna Hauk, Prescott College and the Institute for Earth Regenerative Studies’

Should read:

‘Reviewed by Marna Hauk, Prescott College and the Institute for Earth Regenerative Studies’

And in the contents, under the heading ‘Community-Based Adaptation to Climate Change: Scaling It Up’:

‘Reviewed by Debbie Prescott, Angela Colliver, Sandra Nichols & Marna Hauk’

Should read:

‘Reviewed by Marna Hauk’
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